Carrying Cases
Express yourself, show off your style, change your
identity with variety of stylish and trendy Canyon
accessories.

Canyon high quality standards
Our products are subject to a large number of tests:
color permanence and physical appearance
fiber analysis for durability
reliability test during time of which product is exposed to high/lowtemperature storage, salty & misty condition, upon results weak
components should be replaced to prevent premature failure
zipper opening / closing over 5000 times
endurance test during which product is loaded with more than 10 kg.

In addition, what is important - quality standards are constantly improving
due to the continuous control of Asbis Total Quality Control System and
significantly influence the high quality requirements in general.

Why Canyon carrying cases?
High-quality fabric.
Canyon bags are very convenient at maintenance and are easy to look after.
Durable, high-quality fabric is easy to clean from dirt and stains.
Ergonomic design.
All backpacks have a scrupulously considered design and provide maximum
comfort for the user.
Practical advantages and wear resistance.
It is not recommended to wash bags in washing machine but our models are
able to withstand these tests.
Reliable main compartment.
It is guaranteed that your device is protected even in a case of drop.
High quality standards.
Our production corresponds to the highest European standards. All materials
are certified by the standards of ROHS, CE.

CNE-CNP15S1B
CNE-CNP15S1BL
CNE-CNP15S1R

Features:
Adjustable shoulder straps

Simple backpack
Practical backpack for walk, sport and every day routine. Compact
and lightweight: if necessary, it can be easily folded up and hidden in a
pocket of another bag.

Interior padding to protect your laptop
Main compartment with a small zipped
pocket on the front for your essential
accessories
Made of durable materials

black
blue
red

CNE-CNB15S2B
Carrying case for 15.6" notebooks

CNR-FNB01
Backpack for 15.6" notebooks

CNR-FNB02

Quality, comfort and affordable price.
Canyon bags are equipped with shockproof compartment for a laptop.
Are suitable for most of 15-16" laptops.

Classical portfolio bag for
notebook

CNE-CNM15S5G
Shoulder bag for 15.6"
notebook

CNE-CTM10S5BG
Postbag for the tablet
up to 10"

CNE-CNP15S5G

Stylish gray
This stylish collection is designed for those who are constantly
in motion. Canyon backpack will be useful for the active lifestyle
followers. Our shoulder bag will be highly appreciated by connoisseurs
of style. If you are always on-line, you will find Canyon postbag for
tablet very helpful.

Backpack for 15.6"
notebook

CNE-CNB15C7DG
Savvy Laptop Case
The main zippered compartment opens wide
for easily getting your laptop in and out of the
bag. It is comfortable to carry it by hand using
the handle grips or over your shoulder using
the shoulder strap.

CNE-CNP15C7DG
Spacious business backpack
It features three main compartments: the
spacious main compartment with a padded
laptop department, the second partition with
pockets for small accessories, and other two
front facing, that offers quick and easy access
to mobile devices or other medium-sized items.

The perfect match for business trips
This collection is the perfect match if you are going on business trip. The
reliable and functional companion is fitted up with additional pockets
for notebook and other necessary things, which you might need during
business trip. Suitable for 15.6" notebooks.

CNE-CNB15B6B
This over the shoulder bag has trolley strap on
the back that allows you to attach securely the
case to your luggage for easy transportation.
The main advantage of this bag is separate
protective pocket for tablet.

CNE-CNB15BW6B
Designed in high-quality materials,
it has functional cushioned laptop
compartment, an accessories section
with three outside pockets for quick
access. The trolley strap allows to
attach case to the luggage.

CNE-CNP15B6G

Business collection of laptop bags
We will change your view at business accessories with these very
comfortable, original products. Classic laptop bag will complement the
respectable image, female bag will accentuate elegant ladylike style, and
backpack will be ideal for those who are always active and require extra
comfort. We use only the best materials, which ensure durability, easy
maintenance and reliability. You will appreciate the convenience and style
of these products.

This lightweight backpack had been designed
to carry and protect your laptop, tablet and
some essentials with ease and comfort. It has
highly organized interior and is suitable for 15.6"
laptop.

CNE-CNP15C5B

Features:
Large central storage area
Durable nylon construction

Smart Business Backpack
The main compartment opens wide what allows to get notebook easily
in and out. Backpack has external pocket for accessories. This Smart
backpack has a universal design and is perfect for everyday use. We
take a responsible approach to the development of new models and
consider the needs and responses from our consumers. This model is a
clear confirmation.

Padded back panels and shoulder
straps for ergonomic support and
comfort
Size: 44x31x13.5 cm
Fits most 15.6" laptops

CNE-CNB15F7DB

Features:
Suitable for most 15-16" laptops

Fashion Bag for laptop

Material: polyester

You can accentuate your sophisticated style by this stylish carrying
case. Bag has two large external pockets with zipper and one inner
pocket for small things.

Organized pockets for accessories

Secure zippered small pocket
Slipproof padded shoulder strap
Laptop microfiber compartment
Color: dark blue
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